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Meeting of the Pakiv Reflection group
The first meeting of the year of the pakiv members took place in Bucharest, in May,
at the initiave of Nicolae Gheorghe. This meeting was held to see if the pakiv
initiative could continue in Romania and at the European level. Also the theam was
about pakiv aproach and principles that are guiding the work of the traninees of the
pakiv training and of all the colaborators that came in contact with our work.
Conclusion was in favor of continuing and next stept was calling the board meeting.
The book - From victimhood to citizenship
The disappointing results of over two decades of activism in the supposedly more
liberal climate of post- Communist democracies prompted three renowned experts to
exchange views, sometimes conflicting, about the situation of Roma in Eastern
Europe. Their forthright statements stimulated other stakeholders at a workshop, and
the distilled text of this discussion constitutes the fourth chapter of the book.
While the book offers no easy solutions, the pre-eminence of its contributors and the
lively arguments they provoked guarantee that it will be a touchstone for future debate
as pro-Roma policies come under threat in Europe's time of crisis.

This project, supported by the Freudenberg Foundation and the Open Society
Foundations in Budapest and involving the Pakiv Reflection Group, evolved over a
three-year period. The initial impetus came from the troubling reflections of András
Bíró, prompted by the disappointing results of over two decades of activism in the
supposedly more liberal climate of post-Communist democracy. He argues against the
perpetuation of shmekeria (trickery), the conventional Roma strategy for selfpreservation, in the changed contemporary political environment.

In response to these thoughts Nicolae Gheorghe likewise questions ‘traditional’
practices and values and demands a new culture, arguing: ‘For the first time in history,
Roma have prospects of reflecting and playing an active part in bringing about social
change. The role of Roma opinion-makers is to suggest new approaches, focusing on
integration rather than on being victims.’ In conclusion he calls for a moratorium: no
more payments from the EU before a new, more ethically grounded strategy has
emerged.

Martin Kovats focuses on the politicizsation of Roma identity arguing that the
European discourse of ‘Roma’ cannot be understood as reflecting ‘Roma’ reality, but
as a construction of the wider political environment. He advocates reflection on how
‘Roma’ use ethnic identity in their political activities (after all, national citizenship is
a more powerful identity in terms of legal entitlement). Furthermore he urges activists
to embrace other, non-ethnic, aspects of politics so they can forge effective political
relations with non-Roma (without whom Roma politics is segregated and reflects and
even contributes to the general marginalisation/segregation of ‘Roma’ people).
After many years of work, discousions, researches and debates the book From
Victimhood to Active Citizenship - A path of roma integration, was finally available
in hard copies and online as ebook. As this book raised controversial issues, the next
step of the authors was to bring it out to the public opinion and challenge more
debates, to result in a holistic aproach of roma inclusion and established the
authentical values on the perspectives and vision about roma as nation. This gave the
framework of the action plan for the next year of the PERF activities.
Pakiv bord meeting in Salorno
The board of PERF meets in June, In Salorno Italy. Scope of the meeting was to
establishe the next strategical steps and to nominate and elect new bord members. It
was a motivating meeting, which gave a lot of confidence in the future and mobilized
the members for new actions as a team. The present members at the meeting found
once again the enthusiasm of working under the pakiv spirit aproach.
Common action of the Pakiv Reflection Goup - Submiting project proposal
As a result of the Salorno meeting the PERF board members decide to have a
common action and in July, after a collective effort, Pro European Network ex Pakiv
European Network, submited a project proposal for P.E.R.F. to be a think thank in
R.I.O programme, for a grant of fellowship, submited to the O.S.I.
Taking part at the 8 meeting of the Roma Platform
Part of incresing the visibility and the participation in public events, at European
Level, the new elected vice president of PERF, took part at the 8 th meeting of the
Roma Forum in August. Here it was diseminate the document - Talking points, a

contribution to the 8th Meeting of the European Roma Platform, Brusseles, 27 June,
2013, provided by Nicolae Gheorghe.
Main proposal: The 8th Meeting of the European Roma Platform could specifically
address the need to design a EU Roma Forum ( provisional name ), whose mandate
could be to bring a more legitimate, Europe-wide Roma “voice in the participatory
process of Roma-policy making for the coming years; The proposed EU Roma Forum
could also play an increasing role in the elaboration, monitoring and reporting the
implementation of the local action plans addressing the specific needs of particular
Roma groups, for the period 2012-2020, in the political and methodological
framework provided by the both EU strategic guidelines and national action plans of
the MS.

Pakiv board meeting on skype
A virtual meeting of the bord took place on 12 of September on Skype to reframe
PERF action plan, after the huge lost of Nicolae Gheorghe. It was a difficult moment
for all the members of P.E.R.F., as well a shock for the roma movement troughout all
Europe. Scop of the meeting was to establish the new dates and detalis of the next
bord meeting regrouping objectives towards continuing the work that Nicolae
Gheorghe eveloped and remained as a legacy for us.

Pakiv board meeting in Bucharest
In November the bord meets again for election of the new president and reframing of
the action plan for the year. A lot of discousion took place about the methods to be
used, people to be invited and the conference for debating the book From Victimhood
to Active Citizenship.
On 12 of November Pakiv members take part at the comemoration of Nicolae
Gheorghe at his grave followed by a visit and lunch at the Museum of Roma,
launched by RomanoBoutiq asociation, to promote and preserve roma culture. One of
the first exhibitions was the one of Nicolae Gheorghe achivements, and moments
from his life.

World Bank and the EFC Forum for Roma in Brussels
The European Foundation Centre teamed up with the World Bank Brussels Office to convene
a panel discussion on “Reality and Myths of Roma Exclusion”. The event was organised in
Philanthropy House, the new premises of EFC, which also serves as a public space for
dialogue between European foundations and their interlocutors.

	
  
The objective of the “Reality and Myths of Roma Exclusion” discussion was to highlight the
difficult situation of Roma living in Europe and showcase examples of successful Roma
integration.

Continuing the aproach of the representation on the European level, the president
together with the executive directors took part at the meeting with the World Bank on
29 of November. The input from P.E.R.F. and Freunderberg Foundation towards the
meeting was the initiative of indetifying towns, in Europe that have good practices
and good models of roma integration, to be documented and replicated in other cities
of Europe, providing tools for an efficient social economical integration.
As well we took part at the EFC Forum for Roma inclusion were it was presented the
Freunderberg joint project of Supporting local strategies for Roma inclusion in
Europe – A network of European cities

The aim is to establish a network of cities from Western and Eastern Europe geared to
long-term cooperation, showing how the inclusion of minorities can succeed on the
local level, and how municipalities can learn from each other. These east-west city
partnerships serve to facilitate shared and parallel development of inclusion capacities
on both sides. For this purpose, a consortium of inclusionally active municipalities
will be established.

Preparatory meeting
In December a preparatory meeting take place to revise the minutes from the last
meeting and to submit a project proposal. The executive and the vicepresident meet in
Bucharest, and prepare the necesary documents. For submitting the project proposal
the result of was that our organisation didn't meet the required criteria to be an
aplicant in the end, so the proposal remained valid for other funds that will fit our
profile in the future.

